
Self-Employed | Entrepreneur

 

Name

First Name Last Name

Email

example@example.com

Phone Number

Area Code Phone Number

Are you working hard but seem to be making less money?
YES
NO

Do you want to create a stable, long-term business that’s small enough to handle any economic 
climate, resilient enough to not have to lean too heavily on a single project or client, and 
autonomous enough to let you build a life around your work?

YES
NO

Do you believe you're good at what you do?
YES
NO

Are you experiencing the level of success you know you're capable of?
YES
NO
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Are you overwhelmed, stressed out or stuck?

YES
NO

Do you feel like you're "spinning top in mud" not sure how to put all the working parts together in a 
way that works consistently?

YES
NO

Do you feel like all you ever do is spend an enormous amount of time grappling with issues like 
cash flow, paying rent, paying your loans?

YES
NO

Do you have great ideas however daily crises keep demanding your attention and you can't seem 
to make time to focus on strategic projects that could take you up a level?

YES
NO

Are your customers more concerned with the price of your services than your value?
YES
NO

Are your customers loyal? Will they switch to a competitor for a better offer or lower price?
YES
NO

Is getting clients a huge challenge for you?
YES
NO

Are you sure about how to charge for your services?

YES
NO

With regard to your expertise, do you feel as if you struggle communicating what you know best?
YES
NO
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Do you want to create impact, achieve recognition and validation?

YES
NO

Do you crave idea acceptance?
YES
NO

Do you crave certainty?
YES
NO

Do you want idea acceptance?
YES
NO

Do you experience pain not being understood?
YES
NO

Do you want a proven track record, and a tangible process to illustrate what you can do?
YES
NO

Do you earn, or are you being paid what you're worth?
YES
NO

Do you feel worthy?

YES
NO
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MY OFFER

My number one goal has always been to see people perform at their best and reap the requisite rewards.

I've read about, looked at from the outside, and seen from the inside many of the challenges that you
might be facing today.

I'm not sure exactly where you are on your journey but I know that you are good at what you do but you
may be feeling stuck or uncertain and need help getting a clearer picture of what you need to do to move
forward.

I'm here to help.

I'm offering you a free analysis of your situation and a simple 3-step roadmap of what you need to do next
to solve the problems you currently face. 

In order to do this I will use the information you just shared plus get some more information from you
when we chat.

To get started...

Save and email this form to giselle@gisellehudson.com.

I will email you with possible times for us to chat.

I'm not selling you anything on this call. Just trying to figure out based on what you've shared and
everything you share when we chat, what's the best "next steps" for you.

It's time to see what's possible for you.

Looking forward to meeting you and helping you maximize your earning potential!
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